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Pilgrim is a novel by Timothy Findley, first published by HarperFlamingo in Canada in 1999. The first US edition was published by
HarperCollins in 2000. The novel is typical of Findley's interest in Jungian psychology; in fact, Carl Jung himself is a major character.
The novel's protagonist is Pilgrim, an immortal who is brought to Jung's clinic in ZÃ¼rich after his latest suicide attempt. Pilgrim has
lived through the ages, moving from one life to another, and claims to be tired of living. Jung takes

Semantic Scholar extracted view of "Pilgrim: A Novel" by Timothy Findley.Â @inproceedings{Findley1999PilgrimAN, title={Pilgrim: A
Novel}, author={Timothy Findley}, year={1999} }. Timothy Findley. Published 1999. Art. Save to Library. Create Alert. Cite. Pilgrim, it
seems, can never die. Escorted by his beloved friend, Lady Symbol Quartermaine, Pilgrim is admitted to the famous Burgholzu
Psychiatrist Clinic In Zurichm, where he will begin a battle of psyche and soul with Carl Jung, the self-professed mystical scientist of the
unconscious Slowly, Jung coaxes Pilgrim to tell his astonishing storyâ€”one that seemingly spans 4,000 years and includes such
historical figures as Leonardo da Vinci and Henry James. But is Pilgrim delusional?

Look up Pilgrim or pilgrim in Wiktionary, the free dictionary. A pilgrim is one who undertakes a religious journey or pilgrimage. Pilgrim(s)
or.Â A pilgrim is one who undertakes a religious journey or pilgrimage. Pilgrim(s) or The Pilgrim may also refer to Pilgrim is a man who
cannot die, an astounding character in a novel of the cataclysmic contest between creation and destruction. Pilgrim is Timothy
Findleyâ€™s latest masterwork, a finalist for the Giller Prize, and a national bestseller that has smashed the authorâ€™s own
impressive sales records. Recently published in the US, Pilgrim is Ageless. Sexless. Deathless. Timeless. Pilgrim is a man who cannot
die, an astounding character in a novel of the cataclysmic contest between creation and destruction. Pilgrim is a novel by Timothy
Findley, first published by HarperFlamingo in Canada in 1999. The first US edition was published by HarperCollins in 2000. The novel is
typical of Findley's interest in Jungian psychology; in fact, Carl Jung himself is a major character. The novel's protagonist is Pilgrim, an
immortal who is brought to Jung's clinic in ZÃ¼rich after his latest suicide attempt. Pilgrim has lived through the ages, moving from one
life to another, and claims to be tired of living.

